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Abstract

Automated refactoring tools are becoming more ubiquitous; 
popular IDEs such as Visual Studio, XCode, Eclipse and 
IntelliJ have incorporated such tools for many years. 
However, while such IDEs continue to introduce newer and 
more sophisticated refactoring tools for their users, little has 
been done to study how users interact with such tools in 
their daily programming routines. Our proposed study 
focuses on the warning and error messages that are 
generated from the automated refactoring tools for Java in 
the Eclipse IDE. We non-intrusively log the warning and error 
messages of all refactorings (both performed and canceled) 
in the IDE to mine for interesting patterns of behavior: which 
refactoring fails more often than another?; which error 
message is most common?; do users continue with 
refactorings even if there are warnings? We will supplement 
the data collected with formal interviews with our participants 
to discover any other factors that influence their interactions 
with automated refactoring tools. Our findings might provide 
useful data on how to improve future IDEs. Our tool will be 
extensible to foster future research in this cross-domain 
between software engineering and human-computer 
interaction.

Methodology

Typical Refactoring Error and Warning Messages from Eclipse
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Scenario #1

Series of different 
refactorings with no 
warnings/errors 
being performed

Scenario #3

A refactoring with a 
warning is 
canceled.

Scenario #4

Refactorings with 
warnings/errors are 
still being 
performed.

Scenario #2

The user fixes the 
code based on the 
warning/error 
messages before 
performing the 
refactoring.

Research Contributions
A general, non-invasive way for long-term monitoring that 
can extend beyond typical user studies.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on how 
people refactor and their responses to warning and error 
messages.

We seek to answer the question: how much do users rely on 
the behavior-preservation guarantees of their refactoring 
tools?

1. The user installs our plug-
in to her Eclipse application.

2. Our plug-in instruments 
the different types of 
refactorings in Eclipse and 
monitors their usage. We 
capture:
• Performed or canceled 
states
• Warning/error messages
• Refactoring arguments
• Code snippets
• Timestamp 

Our plug-in cannot capture 
or infer manual refactorings.

3. Our plug-in periodically 
updates the data to our 
server for storage and 
analysis.

More information available from http://github.com/vazexqi/RefactoringWatcher and https://agora.cs.illinois.edu/display/transformation/RefactoringWatcher   
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